The new generic scheme CF LP (D) has been recently proposed in [24] as a logical and semantic framework for lazy constraint functional logic programming over a parametrically given constraint domain D. In this paper we extend such framework with a suitable operational semantics, which relies on a new constrained lazy narrowing calculus for goal solving parameterized by a constraint solver over the given domain D. This new calculus is sound and strongly complete w.r.t. the declarative semantics of CF LP (D) programs, which was formalized in [24] by means of a Constraint Rewriting Logic CRW L(D).
INTRODUCTION
The idea of Constraint Functional Logic Programming arose around 1990 as an attempt to combine two lines of re-search in declarative programming, namely Constraint Logic Programming and Functional Logic Programming.
Constraint logic programming was started by a seminal paper published by J. Jaffar and J.L. Lassez in 1987 [16] , where the CLP scheme was first introduced. The aim of the scheme was to define a family of constraint logic programming languages CLP (D) parameterized by a constraint domain D, in such a way that the well established results on the declarative and operational semantics of logic programs [20, 1] could be lifted to all the CLP (D) languages in an elegant and uniform way. The best updated presentation of the classical CLP semantics can be found in [18] . In the course of time, CLP has become a very successful programming paradigm, supporting a clean combination of logic programming and domain-specific methods for constraint satisfaction, simplification and optimization, and leading to practical applications in various fields [32, 17, 28] .
On the other hand, functional logic programming refers to a line of research started in the 1980s and aiming at the integration of the best features of functional programming and logic programming. As far as we know, the first attempt to combine functional and logic languages was done by J.A. Robinson and E.E. Sibert when proposing the language LOGLISP [30] . Some other early proposals for the design of functional + logic languages are described in [9] . A good survey of the operational principles and implementation techniques used for the integration of functions into logic programming can be found in [14] . Narrowing, a natural combination of rewriting and unification, originally proposed as a theorem proving tool, has been used as a goal solving mechanism in functional logic languages such as Curry [15] and T OY [22] . Under various more or less restrictive conditions, several narrowing strategies are known to be complete for goal solving [14, 29] .
To our best knowledge, the first attempt of combining constraint logic programming and functional logic programming was the CF LP (D) scheme proposed by J. Darlington, Y.K. Guo and H. Pull [8] . The idea behind this approach can be described by the equation CF LP (D) = CLP (F P (D)), intended to mean that a CF LP language over the constraint domain D is viewed as a CLP language over an extended constraint domain F P (D) whose constraints include equations between expressions involving user defined functions, to be solved by narrowing.
The CF LP (D) scheme proposed by F.J. López-Fraguas in [21] aimed at providing a declarative semantics such that CLP (D) programs could be formally understood as a particular case of CF LP (D) programs. In the classical approach to CLP semantics a constraint domain is viewed as a first order structure D, and constraints are viewed as first order formulas that can be interpreted in D. In [21] programs were built as sets of constrained rewrite rules. In order to support a lazy semantics for the user defined functions, constraint domains D were formalized as continuous structures, with a Scott domain [13] as carrier, and a continuous interpretation of function and predicate symbols. The resulting semantics had many pleasant properties, but also some limitations. In particular, defined functions had to be first order and deterministic, and the use of patterns in function definitions had to be simulated by means of special constraints.
More recently, yet another CF LP scheme has been proposed in the Phd Thesis of M. Marin [25] . This approach introduces CF LP (D, S, L), a family of languages parameterized by a constraint domain D, a strategy S which defines the cooperation of several constraint solvers over D, and a constraint lazy narrowing calculus L for solving constraints involving functions defined by user given constrained rewrite rules. This approach relies on solid work on higher-order lazy narrowing calculi and has been implemented on top of Mathematica [26, 27] . Its main limitation from our viewpoint is the lack of declarative semantics.
In a recent work [24] we have proposed a new generic scheme CF LP (D), intended as a logical and semantic framework for lazy Constraint Functional Logic Programming over a parametrically given constraint domain D, which provides a clean and rigorous declarative semantics for CF LP (D) languages as in the CLP (D) scheme but overcomes the limitations of our older CF LP (D) scheme [21] . CF LP (D) programs are presented as sets of constrained rewrite rules that define the behaviour of possibly higher-order and/or nondeterministic lazy functions over D. The main novelties in [24] were a new formalization of constraint domains for CF LP , a new notion of interpretation for CF LP (D) programs, and a new Constraint Rewriting Logic CRW L(D) parameterized by a constraint domain, which provides a logical characterization of program semantics.
Our aim in this paper is to formalize an operational semantics for the new generic scheme CF LP (D) proposed in [24] . We present a lazy constrained narrowing calculus CLN C(D) for solving goals for CF LP (D) programs, which can be proved sound and strongly complete w.r.t. CRW L(D)'s semantics. These properties qualify CLN C(D) as a convenient computation mechanism for declarative constraint programming languages.
The reader of this paper is assumed to have some knowledge on the foundations of logic programming [20, 1] and term rewriting [5] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to summarize the presentation of the CF LP (D) scheme [24] and to formalize the notion of a constraint solver over a given constraint domain. In Section 3 we give a formal presentation of the calculus CLN C(D). We discuss the soundness and completeness results in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions and plans for future work are drawn in Section 5.
THE GENERIC SCHEME CFLP(D)
In this section we introduce the main features of the CF LP (D) scheme [24] , as a basis for the constraint narrowing calculus CLN C(D) presented in the rest of the paper.
Applicative expressions, patterns and substitutions
We briefly introduce the syntax of applicative expressions and patterns, which is needed for understanding the construction of constraint domains and constraint solvers.
We assume a universal signature Σ = DC, F S , where DC = n∈N DC n and F S = n∈N F S n are families of countably infinite and mutually disjoint sets of data constructors resp. evaluable function symbols, each one with an associated arity. We write Σ ⊥ for the result of extending DC 0 with the special symbol ⊥, intended to denote an undefined data value. As notational conventions, we use c, d ∈ DC, f, g ∈ F S and h ∈ DC ∪ F S, and we define the arity of h ∈ DC n ∪ F S n as ar(h) = n. We also assume that DC 0 includes the three constants true, false and success, which are useful for representing the results returned by various primitive functions. Next we assume a countably infinite set V of variables X, Y, . . . and a set U of urelements u, v, . . ., mutually disjoint and disjoint from Σ ⊥ . Urelements are intended to represent some domain specific set of values, as e.g. the set R of the real numbers used in the well-known CLP language CLP (R) [19] . Partial expressions e ∈ Exp ⊥ (U) have the following syntax:
where u ∈ U, X ∈ V, h ∈ DC ∪ F S. These expressions are usually called applicative, because (e e1) stands for the application operation (represented as juxtaposition) which applies the function denoted by e to the argument denoted by e1. Applicative syntax is common in higher order functional languages. The usual first order syntax for expressions can be translated to applicative syntax by means of socalled curried notation.
. Following a usual convention, we assume that application associates to the left, and we use the notation (e en) to abbreviate (e e1 . . . en). The set of variables occurring in e is written var(e). An expression e is called linear iff there is no X ∈ var(e) having more than one occurrence in e. The following classification of expressions is also useful: (X em), with X ∈ V and m ≥ 0, is called a flexible expression, while u ∈ U and (h em) with h ∈ DC ∪ F S are called rigid expressions. Moreover, a rigid expression (h em) is called active iff h ∈ F S and m ≥ ar(h), and passive otherwise. Intuitively, reducing an expression at the root makes sense only if the expression is active. Some interesting subsets of Exp ⊥ (U) are: GExp ⊥ (U), the set of the ground expressions e such that var(e) = ∅; Exp(U), the set of the total expressions e with no occurrences of ⊥; GExp(U), the set of the ground and total expressions GExp ⊥ (U)∩Exp(U). Another important subclass of expressions is the set of partial patterns s, t ∈ P at ⊥ (U), whose syntax is defined as follows:
n , m ≥ n) are not allowed as patterns, because they are potentially evaluable using a primitive or user given definition for function f . Patterns of the form (f tm) with f ∈ F S n , m < n, have been used in functional logic programming [12] as a convenient representation of higher order values. The subsets P at(U), GP at ⊥ (U), GP at(U) ⊆ P at ⊥ (U) consisting of the total, ground and total and ground patterns, respectively, are defined in the natural way. Following the spirit of denotational semantics [13] , we view P at ⊥ (U) as the set of finite elements of a semantic domain, and we define the information ordering as the least partial ordering over P at ⊥ satisfying the following properties: ⊥ t for all t ∈ P at ⊥ (U), and (htm) (ht m) whenever these two expressions are patterns and ti t i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In the sequel, tm t m will be understood as meaning that ti t i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Note that a pattern t ∈ P at ⊥ (U) is maximal w.r.t. the information ordering iff t is a total pattern, i.e. t ∈ P at(U). For some purposes it is useful to extend the information ordering to the set of all partial expressions. This extension is simply defined as the least partial ordering over Exp ⊥ (U) which verifies ⊥ e for all e ∈ Exp ⊥ (U), and (e e1) (e e 1 ) whenever e e and e1 e 1 . As usual, we define substitutions σ ∈ Sub ⊥ (U) as mappings σ : V → P at ⊥ (U) extended to σ : Exp ⊥ (U) → Exp ⊥ (U) in the natural way. Similarly, we consider total substitutions σ ∈ Sub(U) given by mappings σ : V → P at(U), ground substitutions σ ∈ GSub ⊥ (U) given by mappings σ : V → GP at ⊥ (U), and ground total substitutions σ ∈ GSub(U) given by mappings σ : V → GP at(U). By convention, we write ε for the identity substitution, eσ instead of σ(e), and σθ for the composition of σ and θ, such that e(σθ) = (eσ)θ for any e ∈ Exp ⊥ (U). We define the domain and the variable range of a substitution in the usual way, namely:
For any set of variables X ⊆ V we define the restriction σ X as the substitution σ such that dom(σ ) = X and σ (X) = σ(X) for all X ∈ X . We use the notation σ =X θ to indicate that σ X = θ X , and we abbreviate σ = V\X θ as σ = \X θ. Finally, we consider two different ways of comparing given substitutions σ, σ ∈ Sub ⊥ (U). σ is said to be less particular than σ over X ⊆ V (in symbols, σ ≤X σ ) iff σθ =X σ for some θ ∈ Sub ⊥ (U). The notation σ ≤ σ abbreviates σ ≤V σ . σ is said to bear less information than σ over X ⊆ V (in symbols, σ X σ ) iff σ(X) σ (X) for all X ∈ X . The notation σ σ abbreviates σ V σ .
Constraints over a given constraint domain
Intuitively, a constraint domain is expected to provide a set of specific data elements, along with certain primitive functions and predicates operating upon them. The following definition extends the notion of constraint domain D introduced in [24] by adding a constraint solver: Definition 1. Constraint Domains.
1.
A constraint signature is any family P F = n∈N P F n of primitive function symbols p, each one with an associated arity, such that P F n ⊆ F S n for each n ∈ N.
2.
A constraint domain of signature P F is any structure
D such that the carrier set DU = GP at ⊥ (U) coincides with the set of ground patterns for some set of urelements U, the interpretation p D of each p ∈ P F n satisfies the following requirements: and Solve D is a constraint solver, whose expected behaviour will be explained in Definition 5 below.
Assuming an arbitrarily fixed constraint domain D built over a certain set of urelements U, we will now define the syntax of constraints. In the sequel, we will write DF = F S \ P F for the set of user defined function symbols, and DF n = F S n \ P F n for the set of user defined function symbols of arity n. The following definition distinguishes primitive constraints without any active occurrence of defined function symbols, from user defined constraints that can have such occurrences. For the sake of brevity, we sometimes write simply 'constraints' instead of 'user defined constraints'.
Definition 2. Syntax of Constraints.
Atomic Primitive Constraints have the syntactic form
p tn →! t , with p ∈ P F n , ti ∈ P at ⊥ (U) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and t ∈ P at(U). The special constants ♦ and are also atomic primitive constraints.
Primitive Constraints are built from atomic primitive
constraints by means of logical conjunction ∧ and existential quantification ∃.
3.
Atomic Constraints have the syntactic form p en →! t , with p ∈ P F n , ei ∈ Exp ⊥ (U) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and t ∈ P at(U). The special constants ♦ and are also atomic constraints.
4.
Constraints are built from atomic constraints by means of conjunction ∧ and existential quantification ∃.
In the sequel we use the notations: P Con ⊥ (D) for the set of all the primitive constraints π over D and P Con(D) for the set of all the total primitive constraints over D, defined as {π ∈ P Con ⊥ (D) | π has no occurrences of ⊥}. We also write DCon ⊥ (D) for the set of all the user defined constraints δ over D, as well as DCon(D) for the subset of DCon ⊥ (D) consisting of total constraints. We reserve the capital letters Π resp. C for sets of primitive resp. user defined constraints, often interpreted as conjunctions. The semantics of primitive constraints depends on the notion of solution, presented in the next definition.
Definition 3. Solutions of Primitive Constraints.
The set of valuations resp. total valuations over
D is defined as V al ⊥ (D) = GSub ⊥ (U) resp. V al(D) = GSub(U).
The set of solutions of
3. The set of solutions of Π ⊆ P Con ⊥ (D) is defined as SolD(Π) = π∈Π SolD(π), corresponding to a logical reading of Π as the conjunction of its members. In particular, SolD(∅) = V al ⊥ (D), corresponding to the logical reading of an empty conjunction as the identically true constraint ♦.
Using the notion of solution, some useful semantic notions related to primitive constraints are easily introduced: Definition 4. Primitive Semantic Notions. Assuming a finite set Π ⊆ P Con ⊥ (D) of primitive constraints, a primitive constraint π ∈ P Con ⊥ (D), expressions e, e ∈ Exp ⊥ (U), patterns tn, t ∈ P at ⊥ (U), and a primitive function symbol p ∈ P F n , we define:
e e is a consequence of Π in D (in symbols, Π |=D e e ) iff eη e η holds for all η ∈ SolD(Π).
At this point we can specify the expected behaviour of the constraint solver Solve D introduced in Definition 1. The following definition is inspired in [21, 2, 23] .
Definition 5. Constraint Solvers.
1. We say that a variable X ∈ V is demanded by a set of primitive constraints Π ⊆ P Con(D) iff µ(X) = ⊥ holds for every µ ∈ SolD(Π). We write dvarD(Π) for the set of the variables demanded by Π. For practical constraint domains, dvarD(Π) is expected to be computable (see Appendix A).
A constraint solver over a constraint domain D is a function named
Solve D expecting as parameters a finite set S ⊆ P Con(D) of atomic primitive constraints (called the constraint store) and a finite set of variables χ ⊆ V (called the set of protected variables). The solver is expected to return a finite disjunction Solve
, where ∃ \S is the existential quantification of all the variables
In the case k = 0, 
CFLP(D)-programs
In the sequel we assume an arbitrarily fixed constraint domain D built over a set of urelements U. In this setting, CF LP (D)-Programs are presented as sets of constrained rewrite rules that define the behaviour of possibly higher order and/or non-deterministic lazy functions over D, called program rules. More precisely, a program rule R for f ∈ DF n has the form R : f tn → r ⇐ P 2 C and is required to satisfy the conditions listed below:
1. The left-hand side f tn is a linear expression, and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti ∈ P at(U) are total patterns.
2. The right-hand side r ∈ Exp(U) is a total expression.
3. P is a finite sequence of so-called productions ei → si (1 ≤ i ≤ k) also intended to be interpreted as conjunction, and fulfilling the following admissibility conditions:
is a total expression, si ∈ P at(U) is a total linear pattern, and
(b) It is possible to reorder the productions of P in the form
is a finite set of total constraints, intended to be interpreted as conjunction, and possibly including occurrences of defined function symbols.
A program rule such that P and C are both empty can be abbreviated as f tn → r. We note that an equivalent formulation for the admissibility condition 3.(b) can be obtained by defining the production relation X P Y iff there is some 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that X ∈ var(ei) and Y ∈ var(si), and requiring that the transitive closure of P must be irreflexive, or equivalently, a strict partial order. We [24] . 
The Constraint Rewriting Logic CRWL(D)
The Constraint Rewriting Logic CRW L(D), parameterized by a constraint domain D, was introduced in [24] in order to provide a declarative semantic for CF LP (D)-programs. In order to define this logic, we must first introduce some preliminary notions about the constrained statements that we intend to derive from a given CF LP (D)-program.
Definition 6. Constrained Statements and D-entailment.
Let D be any fixed constraint domain over a set of urelemets U. In what follows we assume partial patterns t, ti ∈ P at ⊥ (U), partial expressions e, ei ∈ Exp ⊥ (U), and a finite set Π ⊆ P Con ⊥ (D) of primitive constraints.
We consider two possible kinds of constrained statements (c-statements): (a) c-productions e → t ⇐ Π. A c-production is called trivial iff t = ⊥ or U nsatD(Π).

(b) c-atoms p en →! t ⇐ Π, with p ∈ P F n and t total. A c-atom is called trivial iff U nsatD(Π).
2. Given two c-statements ϕ and ϕ , we say that ϕ Dentails ϕ (in symbols, ϕ D ϕ ) iff one of the two following cases holds:
(a) ϕ = e → t ⇐ Π, ϕ = e → t ⇐ Π , and there is some σ ∈ Sub ⊥ (U) such that Π |=D Πσ, Π |=D e eσ, Π |=D t tσ.
The next definition assumes a given CF LP (D)-program P and uses the notation [P] ⊥ for the set {Rθ | R ∈ P, θ ∈ Sub ⊥ (U)} consisting of all the possible instances of the function defining rules belonging to P. The purpose of the calculus is to infer the semantic validity of arbitrary c-statements from the program rules in P.
Definition 7. Constrained Rewriting Calculus. We write P D ϕ to indicate that the c-statement ϕ can be derived from P in the constrained rewriting calculus CRW L(D) using the inference rules given in Figure 1 . Some of these rules depend on the semantic notions given in Definition 4 1 Note that Π |=D t tσ would be wrong, because →! behaves monotonically both in its arguments and in its result.
See Definition 3.(b). and the following semantic notion for productions: p tn → t is a consequence of Π in D (in symbols, Π |=D p tn → t) iff p D tnη → tη holds for all η ∈ SolD(Π).
By convention, we agree that no inference rule of the constrained rewriting calculus is applied in case that some textually previous rule can be used. In particular, no rule except TI can be used to infer a trivial c-statement, and SP is not applied whenever RR is applicable. Moreover, we also agree that the premise P 2 C ⇐ Π in rule DFP must be understood as a shorthand for several premises α ⇐ Π, one for each atomic statement α occurring in P 2 C.
Any derivation in the constrained rewriting calculus can be represented as a proof tree whose nodes are labelled by c-statements, where each node has been inferred from its children by means of the inference rules. In the sequel, we will use the following notations:
1. T is called an easy proof tree iff T makes no use of the inference rules DFP , PF and AC.
2. | T | denotes the restricted size of the proof tree T , defined as the number of nodes in T which are inferred with some of the rules DFP , PF or AC. Obviously, | T | = 0 iff T is an easy proof tree.
T : P D ϕ indicates that P D ϕ is witnessed by the proof tree T .
The next result state two useful properties of the constrained rewriting calculus. The (rather technical) proof and other properties of CRW L(D) can be found in [24] .
Lemma 1. Properties of the CRW L(D)
Calculus.
Approximation Property: For any e ∈ Exp ⊥ (U), t ∈ P at ⊥ (U): Π |=D e t iff there is some easy proof tree T such that T : D e → t ⇐ Π (derivation from empty program).
Entailment Property: T : P
D ϕ and ϕ D ϕ implies T : P D ϕ for some proof tree T such that | T | ≤ | T |.
Correctness results relating CRW L(D)-derivability
to a suitable model-theoretic semantics are also given in [24] . More precisely, as argued in [24] , CRW L(D) is sound and complete w.r.t. strong semantics, and sound and ground complete w.r.t. weak semantics, two different classes of semantics. [11, 12, 31] and CF LP [21, 2, 3] languages. We give first a precise definition for the class of admissible goals, answers and solutions we are going to work with. 
THE CLNC(D) CALCULUS
This section presents a new Constrained Lazy Narrowing Calculus over a parametrically given constraint domain D (shortly, CLN C(D)) for solving CF LP (D)-goals, borrowing ideas and techniques from previous lazy narrowing calculi for F LP
RR Restricted Reflexivity
t → t ⇐ Π if t ∈ U ∪ V.
SP Simple Production
if hem is passive but not a pattern, X ∈ V and Π |= D htm X.
PF Primitive Function
e1 → t1 ⇐ Π, . . . , en → tn ⇐ Π p en → t ⇐ Π if p ∈ P F n , t i ∈ P at ⊥ (U ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Π |= D p tn → t. DF P P-Defined Function e1 → t1 ⇐ Π, . . . , en → tn ⇐ Π, P 2 C ⇐ Π, r → t ⇐ Π f en → t ⇐ Π e1 → t1 ⇐ Π, . . . , en → tn ⇐ Π, P 2 C ⇐ Π, r → s ⇐ Π, s a k → t ⇐ Π f ena k → t ⇐ Π if f ∈ DF n (k > 0), (f tn → r ⇐ P 2 C) ∈ [P] ⊥ , s ∈ P at ⊥ (U ). . AC Atomic Constraint e1 → t1 ⇐ Π, . . . , en → tn ⇐ Π p en →! t ⇐ Π if p ∈ P F n , t i ∈ P at ⊥ (U ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Π |= D p tn →! t .
Figure 1: Rules for CRW L(D)-derivability
• P ≡ e1 → t1, . . . , en → tn is a finite conjunction of productions where ei ∈ Exp(U) and ti ∈ P at(U) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set of produced variables of G is defined as pvar(P ) = def var(t1) ∪ . .
. ∪ var(tn).
• C ≡ δ1, . . . , δ k is a finite conjunction of atomic constraints (possibly including occurrences of defined function symbols).
• S ≡ π1, . . . , π l is a finite conjunction of atomic primitive constraints, called constraint store.
• σ is an idempotent substitution called answer substitution such that dom(σ) ∩ var(P C S) = ∅.
Additionally, any admissible goal must satisfy the following admissibility conditions, called goal invariants:
LN Each produced variable is produced only once, i.e. the tuple t1, . . . , tn must be linear.
EX All the produced variables must be existential, i.e.
pvar(P ) ⊆ evar(G).
NC The transitive closure of the production relation P (given in Subsection 2.3) must be irreflexive, or equivalently, a strict partial order.
SL No produced variable enters the answer substitution, i.e. var(σ) ∩ pvar(P ) = ∅.
Similarly to [11, 12, 31] , CLN C(D) uses a notion of demanded variable to deal with lazy evaluation, but now w.r.t. a constraint store. Intuitively, productions e → X in G, where e is not a pattern, do not propagate the binding {X → e}. Instead, evaluation of e must be triggered, provided that X is demanded in G. The result will be shared by all the occurrences of X.
Definition 9. Let G ≡ ∃U. P C S σ be an admissible goal for a given CF LP (D)-program and X ∈ var(G).
We say that X is a demanded variable in G iff X ∈ dvarD(S) (see Definition 5) or there exists some production (Xa k → t) ∈ P such that, either t / ∈ V or else k > 0 and t is a demanded variable in G. We write dvarD(G) (or more precisely dvarD(P S)) for the set of demanded variables in the goal G.
DC Decomposition
∃U . hem → htm, P C S σ DC ∃U . em → tm, P C S σ
if hem is passive.
SP Simple Production
is passive, X ∈ dvar D (P S) and σ 0 = {X → hXm} with Xm new variables such that hXm ∈ P at(U ).
EL Elimination
∃X, U . e → X, P C S σ EL ∃U . P C S σ if X / ∈ var(P C S σ).
PF Primitive Function
and R : f tn → r ⇐ P C is a fresh variant of a rule in P, with Y = var(R) and X new variables.
FV Functional Variable
and Xp are new variables such that hXp ∈ P at(U ).
Figure 2: CLN C(D)-rules for constrained lazy narrowing
, and Y i are the new variables introduced by the solver in
∈ P at ⊥ (U ) and t i ≡ e i otherwise for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
CF Conflict Failure ∃U. hep → h tq, P C S σ CF
if hep is passive, and h = h or else p = q.
SF Solving Failure
∃U. P C S σ SF {χ} if χ = pvar(P ), S is not χ-solved, and Solve D (S, χ) = .
Figure 3: CLN C(D)-rules for constraint solving and failure detection
An admissible goal G ≡ ∃U. P C S σ is called a solved goal iff P and C are empty and S is in ∅-solved form in the sense of Definition 5. An initial goal can be any admissible goal. 
A witness M for the fact that Π θ is an answer of G is defined as a multiset containing all the CRW L(D)-proofs mentioned above. We write AnsP (G) for the set of all answers for G. An answer Π θ ∈ AnsP (G) is called trivial if U nsatD(Π) and non-trivial otherwise.
Definition 11. Let G ≡ ∃U. P C S σ be an admissible goal for a given CF LP (D)-program P. We say that a valuation µ ∈ V al ⊥ (D) is a solution of G if there is some valuation µ = \evar(G) µ satisfying the following conditions:
We write SolP (G) for the set of all solutions for G. Analogously, we define the set of solutions for an answer Π θ as
From Definition 10 and Definition 11, it is easy to prove that the notion of solution is a particular case of the notion of answer for a goal. More formally, if G is an admissible goal and
Another useful relationship between answers and solutions is given in the next proposition.
, we assume any valuation µ such that (1) µ ∈ SolD(Π) and (2) µ ∈ Sol(θ). Then, µ ∈ SolP (G) holds because the valuation µ = θ µ verifies: (a') θ µ = \evar(G) µ, because of (a) and θµ = µ (which follows from (2)); (b') P D (P C)θ µ, because of (a) and the Entailment Property from Lemma 1 (note that (P C)θ ⇐ Π D (P C)θ µ follows from (1)); (c') θ µ ∈ SolD(S), or equivalently, µ ∈ SolD(Sθ ), because of (1) and (c); and (d') θ µ ∈ Sol(σ), because of (d). For proving the second part of the proposition, let us assume that P and C are empty. Then, S σ ∈ AnsP (G) holds because σ = σ trivially verifies σ = \evar(G) σ, and also P D (P C)σ ⇐ S (because P C is empty); S |=D Sσ (because Sσ = S); and σ ∈ Sol(σ) (trivially).
The calculus CLN C(D) consists of a set of transformation rules for admissible goals. Each transformation takes the form G G , specifying one of the possible ways of performing one step of goal solving. We write G R G to indicate that G G by means of the CLN C(D) transformation rule R. Derivations are sequences of -steps. As in the case of constrained SLD derivations for CLP (D) programs [18] , successful derivations will eventually end with a solved goal. Failing derivations (ending with an obviously inconsistent goal ) and infinite derivations are also possible. The goal transformation rules concerning productions (see Figure 2) are designed with the aim of modelling the behaviour of constrained lazy narrowing with sharing, but now involving primitive functions, possibly higher-order defined functions and functional variables. The notation em → tm abbreviates e1 → t1, . . . , em → tm. Some CLN C(D) rules use the notation "[. . .]" meaning an optional part of a goal, present only under certain conditions. For example, in the Simple Production rules, if we have the condition X / ∈ U (and then X / ∈ pvar(P ) by the admissibility condition EX) we have the rule ∃U. X → t, P C S σ SP 1 ∃U. (P C S)σ0 σσ0, and the rule ∃X, U. X → t, P C S σ SP 2 ∃U. (P C S)σ0 σ otherwise. Analogously for the Functional Variable rules. The goal transformation rules concerning constraints (see Figure 3 ) are designed to combine atomic (primitive or user defined) constraints with the action of a constraint solver that fulfill the requirements given in Definition 5. Failure rules in Figure 3 are used for failure detection in constraint solving and failure detection in the syntactic unification of the produced part of the goal.
For this example, is also possible to prove that Π θ ≡ X /= s 0 {Y → s Z} is a correct answer of G0 such that SolH seq (Π θ) ⊆ CLN C(D) rule R applicable to G, there exist l goals Gj with witnessed non-trivial answers Mj : Πj θj ∈ AnsP (Gj) (1 ≤ j ≤ l) such that:
For any
where is the well-founded progress ordering defined in Appendix B.
Proof. (1) If G ≡ ∃U. P C S σ is an admissible goal not in solved form, then P or C is not empty. We will proceed by assuming gradually that no rule, except one (namely EL), is applicable to G, and then we will conclude that this remaining rule EL must be applicable. Note that failure rules cannot be applicable because otherwise G would have no answer, due to item 2. in the Correctness Lemma. Assume that AC is not applicable. Then, C must be empty and the goal has the form G ≡ ∃U. P S σ with P not empty. Now assume that DC, SP, IM, PF, DF and FV are not applicable. Then it must be the case that all the production in P are of the form hem
where hem is a rigid and passive expression but not a pattern and in all cases X is a produced but not demanded variable, in particular X / ∈ dvarD(S). Consider the set χ of such X s, that is, χ = pvar (G) . If the rule CS is not applicable, S must be in χ-solved form. But then, due to the fact that χ ∩ dvarD(S) = ∅ and the requirement (a) of constraint solvers in Definition 5, we conclude χ ∩ var(S) = ∅. Choose now some X ∈ χ minimal in the + P relation (such minimal elements do exists, due to the finite number of variables occurring in G and the property NC of admissible goals). Such X cannot appear neither in any other approximation statement in P nor in the substitution σ of the goal by the admissibility condition SL and then verifies X / ∈ var(P C S σ). Therefore, the rule EL can be applied to the production where X appears. (2) This can be proved by case analysis, using the Table 1 given in Appendix B, which shows the behaviour of the different CLN C(D) transformations w.r.t. the five components of the lexicographic progress ordering. Details are omitted here due to lack of space.
Reiterated application of the previous lemma leads to the desired completeness result:
Completeness of CLN C(D).
Let G0 an initial admissible goal and Π0 θ0 ∈ AnsP (G0) non-trivial. Then there exist a finite number of derivations ending in solved goals G0
SolP (Gi). Proof. By repeated application of the Progress Lemma 3, we can build a finitely branching tree T with root M0 : Π0 θ0 ∈ AnsP (G0) such that, each node M : Π θ ∈ AnsP (G) associated to a goal G not in solved form, has children Mj : Πj θj ∈ AnsP (Gj) (1 ≤ j ≤ l). Since is a well-founded ordering, there are not infinite paths in T . Because of König's Lemma, T is a finite tree with k leaves associated to solved goals Gi
SolP (Gi) by induction on the depth p of T .
• Base case (p = 0). T has only the root node M 0 : Π0 θ0 ∈ AnsP (G0), where G0 is a goal in solved form. In this case, k = 1, G1 ≡ G0 and directly SolD(Π0 θ0) ⊆ SolP (G0) using Proposition 1.
• Inductive case (p > 0). T has a root node M0 : Π0 θ0 ∈ AnsP (G0) and subtrees (Gj,i) , and the result follows easily from both inclusions.
From the proof of Theorem 2 we see that completeness is strong in the sense that the local choice of the goal transformation rule applied at each step can be a don't care choice. Moreover, Example 3 shows that the number k of computed answers needed to cover the solutions of the given answer Π θ must be allowed to be greater than 1 in general. A similar situation occurs in Maher's completeness theorem for CLP (D) [18] , although the underlying semantics and proof techniques are quite different in that context. In our setting, item 2. in Definition 5 (concerning the behaviour of constraint solvers) is responsible for the finite number k of computed answers in the completeness theorem.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a new constrained lazy narrowing calculus CLN C(D) parameterized by a constraint domain D, intended as a formal specification of a goal solving procedure for constraint functional logic programs in a recently proposed CF LP (D) scheme [24] . CLN C(D) relies on a new formal notion of constraint solver. It is sound and strongly complete w.r.t. the declarative semantics given in [24] .
In the near future, we plan to investigate both improvements and applications of the CF LP (D) scheme. Planned improvements include enriching the scheme with algebraic data constructors in the vein of [4] and the optimization of CLN C(D) by means of definitional trees, extending the approach of [31] . Planned applications will focus on practical instances of the CF LP (D) scheme, supporting arithmetic constraints over the real numbers and finite domain constraints. In particular, we plan to formalize the work started in [10] as an instance of the CF LP (D) scheme, and to investigate practical constraint solving methods and applications of the resulting language.
Last but not least, we plan to extend the work on declarative debugging of functional logic programs started in [6, 7] to CF LP (D)-programs, considering the diagnosis of both wrong answers and missing answers, and implementing the resulting debugging methods for some practical instances of the CF LP (D) scheme.
where lex is the lexicographic product of mul × > N × > N × > N × > N , mul is the multiset order for multisets over N, and > N is the usual ordering over N. See [5] for definitions of these notions. 
